Prediction of ATP/GTP-binding motif: a comparison of a perceptron type neural network and a consensus sequence method [corrected].
Neural networks have been applied to a number of protein structure problems. In some applications their success has not been substantiated by a comparison with the performance of a suitable alternative statistical method on the same data. In this paper, a two-layer feed-forward neural network has been trained to recognize ATP/GTP-binding [corrected] local sequence motifs. The neural network correctly classified 78% of the 349 sequences used. This was much better than a simple motif-searching program. A more sophisticated statistical method was developed, however, which performed marginally better (80% correct classification) than the neural network. The neural network and the statistical method performed similarly on sequences of varying degrees of homology. These results do not imply that neural networks, especially those with hidden layers, are not useful tools, but they do suggest that two-layer networks in particular should be carefully tested against other statistical methods.